formed, the pipette was bent at a 90#{176} angle using a microforge (Stoelting) mounted on the stage of the microscope (see Fig 2B) .
To attach the pore to the pipette, the wafer was placed on a glass the objective and was centered over the pore (Fig 2C) . The pipette was lowered onto the wafer with a micromanipulator until it contacted the glue and formed a seal. The assembly was exposed to ultraviolet light to harden the glue. Then using the micromanipulator the pipette was pressed down onto the wafer until the pore was punched out of the wafer along the perforated ring ( Fig 2D) . from the lower disk and radially across the upper disk to the pore edge (radius = Re). When the radius of the lower disk equals R , egress is complete.
A simple viscoelastic constitutive equation is used to describe the membrane material behavior3: 
and:
R, ,, - 
The variables in these expressions
where P is the pressure across the pore, R is the pore radius, R, is the radius of the undeformed disks, and h is the height of the spherical section (see Fig 3) . This observation is at odds with expectations based on the data of Tsang,7 who used high-resolution interference holograms to measure the surface area and volume of over I ,500
cells from a variety of donors (see also Fung et alt). Tsang's data are shown as the shaded region in Fig 9. A significant fraction of the cells in Tsang's study lie below the minimum area curves for the pore size used in our study. Cells falling below the curve for a particular aperture should be incapable of passing through, except under very large pressures or after lysis. If the surface areas and volumes of the cells used in our study had the same surface area and volume distribution as the cells in Tsang's study, we would have expected a significant fraction of them to be unable to pass through the pore under the pressures used in our experiments. The fact that all of the cells in our study passed through was surprising. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear. It is unlikely that it is due to an error in measuring the pore diameter, because the pore would have to have a diameter twice as large as was measured to accommodate most of the cells in Tsang's study (note the long-dashed line in Fig 9) . Other explanations seem more plausible. Differences in the sus- To begin the calculations, consider the shape shown in For a fixed volume, we wish to find the relationship between R and R2 that requires the largest surface area. This is the "critical geometry" for cell passage, ie, if the cell can assume that geometry it will be able to negotiate the aperture. We use the method of Lagrange multipliers and define the function:
where X s the Lagrange multiplier. At the extremum three conditions must be met:
The third 
